Spatially localized wavelength-selective absorption in morphology-modulated semiconductor nanowires.
In this study, we proposed morphology-modulated Si nanowires (NWs) with a hexagonal cross-section and numerically investigated their resonant optical absorption and scattering properties. The calculated absorption and scattering efficiency spectra of the NWs exhibited optical resonances that could be controlled by tuning the aspect ratio (AR) of the NW cross-sectional shapes. The spectra also revealed interesting spectral behaviors including resonant peak shifts in the absorption spectrum and asymmetric line shapes in the scattering spectrum. To achieve spatially confined and wavelength-selective light absorption, we periodically modulated the geometry of the diameter in a single NW by combining two different ARs; we call these "diameter-modulated NWs." We designed various diameter-modulated NWs with short and long pitch sizes, and we observed unique and interesting features in the optical resonance and corresponding light absorption spectra such as grating modes and three-dimensional cavity modes. The proposed diameter-modulated NWs can be promising building blocks for the nanoscale localized light absorption and detection in compact nanophotonic integrated circuits.